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On 24th of February 2022 Russian Army invaded 

Ukraine. Since then 14 mln Ukrainians left their 

homes to escape the horrors of war, roughly half 

of them becoming refugees in different European 

countries and the other half looking for a new 

places to live in other parts of Ukraine with the 

status of Internally Displaced Persons (IDP)      

Nikita and Julia's family are one of the 8 

thousands people who our charity POMOGAEM 

evacuated from the front lines in April this year. 

With their mother and two sons (Stasik and 

Vanya), they lived in our shelter for  

refugees for some weeks and as more 

displaced families were coming in, we had to 

find accommodations and transport people 

like them who were already in our shelter 

for some time to make space for 

newcomers.

 Because of 

several 

months of 

shelling and 

bombing, 

their 

hometown  

Lisichansk 

turned into a 

ghost town, 

vastly ruined, 

including 

Nikita and 

Julia's house.



We found for them very basic but free of charge house 

in a remote village 100km from Dnipro, where they could 

spend summer months safely with the whole family. From 

time to time we were visiting them, bringing food and 

basic needs; unfortunately since it was very remote 

area, Nikita, the father, couldn't find any permanent 

job. The Autumn came and as the house didn't have 

running water or toilet and Julia was 6 month pregnant, 

we realised that the conditions they were living in, may 

turn out to be critical, health threatening for them & 

the soon coming baby as the winter was approaching 

fast. Just in order to do a regular prenatal checkup it 

took Julia whole day of walking, hitchhiking and 

travelling by buses to the closest clinic & the closest 

store was in the distance of 3 km walk.Last week we found for them 

a house in Dnipro, paid first 

rent, deposit, fees and did 

some house improvements to 

make it a home. It's a simple 

house but it has gas heating, 

warm water & the bathroom, 

and what is very important 

there is close access to clinic, 

hospital, shops etc. A few 

days ago we went to pick them 

up and brought them to their 

new location. You can imagine 

the heart-warming gratitude 

and thankfulness they 

experienced. Nikita will have 

many more opportunities to 

find a job & start supporting 

his growing family but 

because they are starting 

their life from absolutely 

nothing & since both salaries 

& economy in Ukraine are 

really low, we promised we will 

cover it for the first year/

Once on the beach an older man asked a young boy who after 

the storm was throwing starfish back in to the sea, why is 

he doing that? Young boy answered “The tide has washed them 

up onto the beach, when the sun gets high, they will die, 

unless I throw them back into the water.” The old man 

replied, “But there must be tens of thousands of starfish on 

this beach. I'm afraid you won't really be able to make much 

of a difference.” The boy bent down, picked up yet another 

starfish and threw it as far as he could into the ocean. Then 

he turned, smiled and said, “It made a difference to that one!”

All the Best to you and your loved ones! God bless you!

Jan Tomasz Rogala

 Charity Foundation POMOGAEM
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